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2 S PA M F I LT E R S :
AWARENESS, TRAINING AND TRUST

ABOUT THIS CHAPTER This chapter is an extension of the work presented in:

H. Cramer, V. Evers, M. van Someren, and B. Wielinga. Awareness,
training and trust in interaction with adaptive spam filters. In Proceedings
of the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI’09), 909–912,
Boston, USA, 2009.

The above publication was granted a CHI’09 Best Note award.

ABSTRACT Even though adaptive (trainable) spam filters are a common example
of systems that make (semi-)autonomous decisions on behalf of the user, trust in
these filters has been underexplored. This chapter reports a study of usage of spam
filters in the daily workplace and user behaviour in training these filters (N=43).
User observation, interview and survey techniques were applied to investigate
attitudes towards two types of filters: a user-adaptive (trainable) and a rule-based
filter. Participants generally were very positive toward using spam filters. However,
they mostly did not want to delegate tasks to them. While many of our participants
invested extensive effort in training their filters, training did not influence trust in the
filter. Instead, the findings indicate that users’ filter awareness and understanding
seriously impacts user attitudes and behaviour. Misconceptions about the filter
or a lack of awareness of its functionality for example led to suboptimal training
behaviour.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Spam filters can help users deal with unwanted, unsolicited email. These filters
are a widespread example of systems or agents (Maes, 1994) that make decisions
on behalf of the user. Many spam filters also contain feedback mechanisms and
ways for the user to train a filter and corrects its mistakes. In that capacity spam
filters offer a fine opportunity for studying user interaction with and trust in (semi-)
autonomous and adaptive systems in real-life contexts. Users for instance need to
trust a spam filter’s competence, as they risk losing communication that is relevant
to them. Trainable filters pose an additional challenge in achieving user trust as
they rely on correction of filter mistakes, especially when a filter is not pre-trained.
Users need to spend time and effort to train their filter. They have to be convinced
to keep on training their system and need to understand the way the system learns.
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8 SPAM FILTERS: AWARENESS, TRAINING AND TRUST

Studies on spam filters can therefore not only provide interesting information about
the usage of spam filters, but also about interaction with autonomous and adaptive
systems in general. Potential issues and problems in interaction with these filters can
inform the design of other user-adaptive systems that rely on explicit user feedback
to make content-based decisions. Despite this opportunity, spam filter usage is a
surprisingly underexplored area. Ways to develop spam filters are widely available
(see e.g. Gray and Haahr, 2004), but information on user interaction with spam filters
is scarce. In general, studies on information filters usually focus on technical aspects,
such as the accuracy of different machine learning techniques. Research is available
on interaction with for example user-adaptive recommender systems (Alpert et al.,
2003; Sinha and Swearingen, 2002; O’Donovan and Smyth, 2005; Avesani et al.,
2005), but these studies do not address user attitudes towards filtering systems that
have been used in an everyday context over a longer period of time. Research into
trust in adaptive filters has focused mostly on collaborative recommender systems
(which base recommendations on preferences of other users who are similar to the
current user), and for example concentrated on trustworthiness of other users of
collaborative recommender systems (Victor et al., 2009), rather than trust in the
system that makes decisions for its user. Using spam filters might also be seen as
more risky, as in contrast to recommenders, they do not recommend additional
information items, but instead potentially delete information sent by others. The
relatively straight-forward functionality of filters - either to mark a message as
spam, or not - coupled with real-life risks and widespread use in daily practice can
offer valuable insights on perceptions, behaviour and possible design implications.

This chapter presents an effort to gain more understanding of the ways that
users trust systems that make (semi-) autonomous decisions on their behalf by
evaluating how people interact with spam filters. The chapter explores attitude
towards, trust of, and actual usage of adaptive, trainable spam filters as well as
non-adaptive, non-trainable filters. We also investigate users’ training behaviour,
i.e. correcting the filter. Different training behaviours are identified, as well as
factors influencing users’s awareness and understanding of these processes and
how these affect training decisions. Insights on the ways users provide feedback
and the reasons for using or not using a filter to its fullest extent are used to provide
guidelines for interaction design for autonomous and adaptive systems.

2.2 BACKGROUND
2.2.1 Spam filtering

Spam has been a problem for many email users for years (Fallows, 2003). Beyond
an annoyance and a time-waster, spam can also reduce users’ usability of, and
trust in email in general when users are unable to effectively take action against it
(Grimes et al., 2007; Fallows, 2007). Spam filters are supposed to help users deal
with this problem. Indeed, in 2007 71% of email users report using spam filters
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provided by their email providers or employers (Fallows, 2007). Spam filters can
however also have unintended negative consequences; legitimate, wanted emails
might be lost if they fit the criteria a filter uses to identify spam. Developing filters
is challenging; which emails are not only unsollicited but also unwanted might
differ between users (Lueg, 2004). Lueg (2004) argues that anti-spam measures may
even contribute to a divide between those users who have the opportunity and
knowledge to understand what happens when their email (incoming and outgoing)
is wrongly identified as spam, and those who don’t. It can also divide those who
know how to correct the problem and those who don’t. Spam filters often provide
little information to users about the filtering process, even though users do appear
to appreciate such information (Lueg and Martin, 2007). When adaptive spam filters
are used, users can actively influence the filtering process. They can correct the filter
when it mistakenly marks an email as spam, or when it fails to identify a spam
message. The filter then can learn from these corrections. However, whether users
want to rely on these filters and whether they are aware of its activities and inner
workings is unclear. Even though spam filters are supposed to help users, research
investigating users’ role in dealing with spam and how they can influence spam
filtering outcomes is scarce (Lueg and Martin, 2007).

2.2.2 Trust and awareness

The decision to delegate tasks, such as deleting spam email, to a system is guided
by trust (Lee and See, 2004). Users will monitor system actions less when they trust
a system (Takayama and Kandogan, 2006). Users evaluate the trustworthiness of a
system by assessing both a system’s (or its developers) intentions or internal goals
and its competence (Fogg and Tseng, 1999). Risk and users’ own competencies also
play a role. Jøsang and Lo Presti (2004) point out that even though a user might
trust a system, he or she may not choose to rely on it when its perceived benefits
do not outweigh the risks of using a system. Users will also not depend on a
system when they expect to outperform it themselves (Dzindolet et al., 2003). Trust
especially guides reliance when a complete understanding of a system is difficult
(Jameson and Schwarzkopf, 2002). Understanding also affects acceptance and trust
(Herlocker et al., 2004; Sinha and Swearingen, 2002). While Tullio et al. (2007) show
that users of intelligent systems can over time resolve initial misconceptions about
a system’s inner workings, they also found that the overarching structure of users’
mental models are relatively stable. When studying user trust in adaptive systems,
awareness and understanding should be taken into account. Users first of all need
to be aware that the system exists. This may seem trivial, but in situations outside a
lab setting, users are often not aware of adaptive or trainable functionalities of the
applications they use (e.g. trainable spam filter icons that are ignored, menu bar
options that suddenly ‘disappear’). For adaptive, trainable systems, users may not
be aware that they can provide feedback, or may not fully understand what effects
training has on the filter. Lueg and Martin (2007) point out that spam filters largely
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operate as black boxes and that users may not be aware of the underlying criteria
used.

2.2.3 Training adaptive systems

To learn which messages are spam and which are not, an adaptive spam filter needs
user feedback. The explicit feedback often used for trainable spam filters (e.g. direct
marking of messages as spam or non-spam) offers the advantage of providing a
sense of user control. Perceived control can positively impact trust (Alpert et al.,
2003; Jameson and Schwarzkopf, 2002). Ideally, training would also increase trust
through improvement of performance. However, understanding of systems and
providing useful feedback to improve their performance can be challenging (Waern,
2004). The effort and patience required pose additional challenges. Trainable filters
do not immediately offer a high level of performance, but improve over time. Users’
have to invest in a system’s future performance; they need to feel training is worth
the effort and that there will be a pay-off in the future. Most trainable spam filters
rely on correction of errors in order to improve their performance. Unfortunately,
trust may rapidly decrease when users notice errors and trust only slowly increases
as a system performs without errors (Muir and Moray, 1996). The study reported in
this chapter aims to investigate user attitudes and behaviours when using trainable
and non-trainable spam filters. We are especially interested in understanding the
role of trust and the factors that motivate users to spend time and effort training a
spam filter system.

2.3 METHOD
Observation, in-depth interviews and a questionnaire were combined to gain insight
in how participants interacted with their filters and what factors influenced their
attitudes towards them. Both filter usage and training were addressed. The subse-
quent sections provide an overview of the measures used and procedure followed
during each participant session.

2.3.1 Measures

The interview was semi-structured and addressed participants’ rationale behind
their behaviours and their attitudes towards spam filtering and the specific filter
they used. Interview and questionnaire items for perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use (including perceived understanding), attitude and trust addressed both
spam filter usage and training of the spam filter. This section describes the measures
used in this study. Example questions from the interview and questionnaire can be
found in Table 1, which also provides an overview of the measures.
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2.3.1.1 Measures concerning filter usage

Perceived spam problem: Participants were asked to report the amount of email and
spam they received. During observation the amount of spam and email received
that day were noted by the observer. During the interview, participants were asked
whether they actually thought spam was a problem for them personally.

Filter usage: During observation, both participants’ email routine and filter usage
were observed. Afterwards the observer asked whether they could take a look
at the filter settings of the participants. The questionnaire asked which filters
the participant used (and whether they used any at all). During the interview
participants were also explicitly asked what actions they allowed their filter to take
(for example automatically delete spam, or move items to another folder, label them
or nothing at all), and why.

Awareness and understanding filter: Comparison of the observed and reported filter
usage and filter settings allowed for insight in participants’ awareness of their filters’
activities. During the interview participants were furthermore asked to explain
how they thought their filter worked. The questionnaire included an item to assess
whether participants themselves thought they had enough knowledge to user the
filter (‘I have enough knowledge to use the spam filter’).

Items for Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude toward the filter were
adapted from the UTAUT technology acceptance model (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

Focus for trust was on situational perceived dependability of the filter in the specific
work context of the user. A cognition-based approach, such as in Takayama and
Kandogan (2006), was taken in this specific study, focusing on participants’ percep-
tion whether they could depend on the filter in their specific situation to not make
mistakes, rather than their affective trust and perception of intentions. The items
used for the dependability scale were adapted from Jian et al. (2000).

Risk perception of relying on the filter were addressed during the interview by
asking what the consequences of filter mistakes (both false positives and negatives)
would be for the participants and whether they had observed the filter making any
such errors.

2.3.1.2 Measures concerning filter training

Filter training behaviour: Training actions during the observation session were noted
if they occurred. During the interview, participants were asked whether, and how,
they trained their filter if they were using a filter that could be trained.

Awareness and understanding training: In some cases observation of suboptimal
training behaviour shed light on possible misconceptions. The interview explicitly
asked participants if they could explain how to train their filter. The questionnaire
included an item assessing whether the participant though training the spam filter
was clear and understandable.

Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude toward training of the filter were also
addressed using items adapted from Venkatesh and Davis’s technology acceptance
model (UTAUT, Venkatesh et al., 2003).
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Dependability of the training process was addressed using an interview question
focusing on whether training improved participants’ trust in the filter and three
items in the questionnaire focused on whether the participants thought the filter
actually improved when they trained it. The interview also addressed whether there
were situations in which participants did not trust the training process and chose
not to correct a filter’s mistake.

2.3.2 Procedure

All participants were visited at their work place and observed while using their
regular email clients. They were then interviewed and filled out a questionnaire.
Both usage and training of spam filters were addressed, as well as their usual email
routines. Each session took 30 minutes to 1.5 hours.

2.3.2.1 Observation

Individual sessions were scheduled with each participant. Most sessions took
place in the morning before participants had read any email. Participants were
asked to refrain from using email on the scheduled day before the session so that
their usual routine of checking email and dealing with spam messages could be
observed. Observations were used as starting points for gaining more insight in
possible routines they had in regards to reading their email and dealing with spam.
Participants were asked to explain their actions during observation. The number of
email messages, number of spam messages and the filter settings of participants
were recorded. Observation took between five to fifteen minutes, depending on the
amount of email received and the number of comments made by the participants.

2.3.2.2 Interviews

After observation an interview was conducted with participants to evaluate their
understanding of, attitude towards and experience with both using spam filters
and correcting (‘training’) them. Twelve open-ended questions concerned users’
experiences in interacting with (adaptive) spam filter, their attitudes towards spam
and spam filter use. In addition, we asked participants to explain the way they
thought their email filter worked and to explain why they did (not) train their spam
filters. Interviews took about 10-20 minutes. Coupled with participants’ comments
during observation, we found this was enough time to gain a deeper understanding
of participants’ attitudes towards and perceptions of the filter. Interviews ended
when participants could not provide any new information.

2.3.2.3 Questionnaire

A questionnaire that measured acceptance of and trust in information filters and
in the training of information filters concluded each session. The questionnaire
consisted of two separate parts, one addressing usage of a spam filter; the second
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addressed training a spam filter. Part of our questionnaire was adapted to specifically
assess training of the Mozilla Thunderbird client. The questionnaire consisted of
seven items relating to the participants’ background and 22 items based on Jian
et al. (2000) and Venkatesh et al. (2003), concerning perceived filter usefulness,
perceived ease of use, attitude toward the spam filter and dependability of the filter
as discussed above. Table 2 provides the final scales used in analysis. All items were
seven-point Likert-type scales. Appendix A lists all items.

2.3.3 Filters

Participants’ use of their own spam filters was evaluated. Used were the Mozilla
Thunderbird email client’s built-in adaptive filter (N=12), a rule-based, non-adaptive
filter installed on a central mail server (N=19), or both (N=12). Both filters can label,
move or delete spam messages.

2.3.3.1 Mozilla Thunderbird user-adaptive spam filter

The Thunderbird client offered an adaptive, Bayesian spam filter, which can be
trained by correcting its mistakes. The filter labels messages as spam both in the
list of emails using an icon (Figure 1, left) and using a message when an email
is opened (right). The ‘Junk’ icon and button1 can be used to actively (de-)label
messages as junk (Figure 1). Thunderbird also offers the possibility to add one’s
own filters by defining rules.

Thunderbird thinks this message is junk. This is Not Junk

Figure 1: Mozilla Thunderbird a. Junk icon, b. Junk button and c. warning text and correc-
tion button. Replicated for printing purposes.

2.3.3.2 Server-side, rule-based, non-adaptive filters

All participants had access to a server-side, rule-based and non-adaptive filter. Users
could not correct the spam filter if it made a mistake, but could add their own
server-side rules. The server-side filter assigned scores to emails, based on which
of its ‘spam rules’ are fulfilled by the email. If the score is high enough, it is then
added to the spam email’s subject line (see Figure 2). Three ranges of ‘spam scores’
(low, medium, high) were used to mark messages. For each of these scores users
have the possibility to specify the action the filter should take on the message: just
label it, but leave it in the inbox, move it to a separate folder, or automatically delete
it.

1 More recent Thunderbird versions feature other icons and buttons, participants mainly used 2005

and 2006 versions.
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Measure Measured in

Filter usage Observation, check of settings by observer
Interview, What do you let the spam filter do for you? (Nothing
/ auto. deletion / move / label) Why?)

Awareness, Observation, reported and observed settings
understanding Interview, e.g. How do you think the spam filter works?

Questionnaire, I have enough knowledge to use the spam filter.

Perceived use-
fulness filter

Questionnaire, e.g. Use of a spam filter enables me to deal with
my email more quickly.

Perceived ease
of use filter

Questionnaire, e.g. I find the spam filter easy to use.

Attitude filter Questionnaire, Using a spam filter is a good idea.

Trust: depend-
ability filter

Interview, To what extent do you trust your spam filter?

Questionnaire, e.g. I think the spam filter correctly assesses
email as spam or non-spam.

Observed mis-
takes and risks

Interview, How often does your spam filter label non-spam
messages as spam? How bad do you think these mistakes are?

Filter Observation training behaviour during session
training Interview, How have you trained the spam filter? Why do or

don’t you train the filter?

(Perceived) Interview, Do you know how to train the filter? How?
understanding,
awareness
training

Questionnaire, e.g. Training the spam filter is clear and under-
standable to me.

Perceived use-
fulness training

Questionnaire, e.g. I find it useful to train the spam filter.

Attitude train-
ing

Questionnaire, Training the spam filter is a good idea.

Trust: depend-
ability

Interview, Do you trust the spam filter more now/when you
have trained it?

training Questionnaire, e.g. I trust the outcome of the training process
of the spam filter.

Table 1: Measures used in the study and example questions
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possible SPAM (score 8.0) email_083658.pdf attached
possible SPAM (score 13.3) Account On-hold: Please confirm your   eBay informations ...
possible SPAM (score 13.4) Viagra 100mg x 30 pills $3.33 per pill   buy now
possible SPAM (score 7.2) Missed the news, insight, comments and   debate.

Figure 2: Subject lines adapted by the rule-based filter to show an email had been marked
as spam. Replicated for printing purposes.

2.3.4 Participants

Forty-eight participants took part in the study at their place of employment at
two research organisations. Thirty of the participants were male. The mean age
was 38 (SD=11.7, range=24-59). Twenty-eight of the participants were working in
a discipline related to computer science; the others were not. Participants were
relatively well educated, ranging from a year of university/college-level education
to PhD’s. Their knowledge of techniques behind information filtering ranged from
extensive knowledge to none at all. Five participants who did not and had not used
a spam filter were excluded from further analysis.

Participants varied in the number of email and spam messages they received.
The average number of legitimate emails per day was 18 (range=2-58, SD=15.5), the
average of spam emails was a relatively modest 26 (range:0-270, SD=31.8). Some
of the participants, particularly those who just got a new email account at their
department, received very little or no spam. One participant in contrast received
a very large amount of email per day, of which 150 were legitimate emails and
270 spam. This particular participant was excluded as an outlier in computations
of averages and correlations, but has been included in qualitative analysis and
overviews of participants’ filter settings.

2.4 RESULTS
This section provides an overview of the results of the study. Quantitative findings
of the questionnaire are clarified with qualitative results from observation and
interviews. Non-parametric analysis methods are used for correlations and group
comparisons (Spearman rho, Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests) when the
data do not meet parametric assumptions. Table 2 provides means and standard
deviations for all questionnaire scales. The text discusses a number of relations
between variables, table 3 provides correlations for the main constructs, table 4

provides correlations for constructs related to training of the adaptive filter.
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MEASURE α M SD range

Perceived usefulness of the filter .87 5.3 1.1 1.0-6.0
2 items, e.g. Use of a spam filter enables me to deal with
my email more quickly.

Perceived ease of use filter .82 4.5 1.4 1.0-6.0
2 items, e.g. I find the spam filter easy to use.

Perceived understanding filter 4.6 1.6 1.0-6.0
1 item, I have enough knowledge to use the spam filter.

Attitude toward filter 5.7 .72 3.0-6.0
1 item, Using a spam filter is a good idea.

Trust: dependability filter .77 3.2 1.3 0.2-5.4
4 items, e.g. I think the spam filter correctly assesses
email as spam or non-spam.

Risk: consequences 3.5 1.8 0.0-6.0
1 item, The spamfilter’s actions could have negative con-
sequences.

Perceived usefulness of training .74 4.9 1.3 1.0-6.0
2 items, e.g. I find it useful to train the spam filter.

Perceived understanding of training .86 4.5 1.5 0.0-6.0
3 items, Training the spam filter is clear and understand-
able to me.

Attitude toward training 5.1 1.4 0.0-6.0
1 item, Training the spam filter is a good idea.

Trust: dependability training .85 4.3 1.3 0.3-6.0
3 items, e.g. I trust the outcome of the training process of
the spam filter.

Table 2: Example items final scales, participant mean scores and standard deviations. Cron-
bach’s a as reliability measure. All 7-point (0-6) Likert-type scales.
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2.4.1 Spam filter usage and attitudes

The participants used either one filter, or both filters in unison. Participants were
very positive in their attitudes towards using spam filters. They thought using a
spam filter was a good idea (M=5.7, SD=.72) and found their filters relatively useful
(M=5.3, SD=1.1) and easy to use (M=4.5, SD=1.4, all on 0-6 scales). However, they
mostly did not want to delegate to their them. Most participants had their filter(s)
move emails to a separate folder (N=22, 51%) or label emails (N=15, 35%). Of the
43 participants, only a very small minority (four participants, 9%) had their filter
delete spam autonomously. Only one of these four allowed for immediate deletion
of all spam, the others only let the rule-based filter delete emails with the highest
level of spam scores.

Perceived usefulness of the filter was related to the amount of spam received by
participants (rho=.43, p(1-tailed)=.002, for all correlations see Table 3). Time saved
was the main reason for using a filter. Even when participants only had the filter
label or move emails by the filter, they still reported that the filter saved them time
when they made the final decision to delete email marked as spam, e.g. by going
through all spam email first, before reading all other email. Emphasis in participants’
comments during the interview on ease of use related mainly to the effort needed
to change filter settings and paradoxically, on the effort it took to delete email
marked as spam. The latter for example was mentioned by participants who wanted
to check whether their filter had made mistakes. Grouping and deletion of all
messages marked as spam (e.g. to ease manual checks) were greatly appreciated.
Unsurprisingly, perceived ease of use was related to the perceived usefulness of the
filter (rho=.44, p(1-tailed)=.001); a filter that would take a lot of effort to use would
not offer much advantage in quickly dealing with spam.

2.4.2 Trust and delegation

Participants’ answers on the items in the questionnaire referring to trust reflect
a general neutral attitude (M=3.1, SD=1.3, on a 0-6 scale). Trust (dependability)
however, was not found to be related to the choices for a certain level of delegation.
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare three groups: participants that allowed
their filter to label emails (N=15), to move emails (N=22) or to delete emails
(N=4). Significant differences were found for usefulness (H(2)=13.896, p=.001), ease
of use (F(2)=3.655, p=.036) and attitude towards the filter (H(2)=11.844, p=.003).
Jonckheere’s test revealed a significant trend in the data: participants who would
allow for more autonomy of the system (from labelling, to moving, to deleting
spam) were more positive on usefulness, ease of use of the filter and attitude
towards it. This however was not the case for dependability. Participants indicated
in the interview they trusted their filter, but only to a certain extent. The average
score for perceived possible negative consequences of using a spam filter on the
questionnaire was somewhat ambivalent (M=3.5, SD=1.8). When asked during the
interview, the majority of participants did not think a spam filter got rid of spam
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Perc. Perc. Perc. Atti- Depend-
useful- ease under- tude ability
ness of use standing

Risk -.20 -.24 -.20 -.14 -.15

Dependability .36* .24 .27 .41**

Attitude .64** .29 .14 .41**

Perc. .22 .62** .14 .27

understanding

Perc .44 .62** .29 .24

Ease of use

Table 3: Main correlations spam filter usage (2-tailed). Pearson r, Spearman rho (non-
parametric). * sig at .05 level, ** sig at .01 level.

problems altogether, as using a filter introduced a possible new problem of losing
legitimate email.

2.4.3 Comparing adaptive and non-adaptive spam filters

To check whether there was a difference between the filters in reported attitudes
and perceptions, three groups were compared comprising of participants who
reported actively using their filter: users of the Thunderbird adaptive filter (N=12),
a non-adaptive server-side filter (N=14), or both (N=16). Kruskal-Wallis tests did not
yield any significant differences between the three groups for perceived usefulness,
ease of use, attitude or perceived dependability.

2.4.4 Understanding and awareness

Participants generally thought they had enough knowledge to use their filters
(M=4.6, SD=1.7, Mdn=5.0, scale 0-6). When asked in the interview to explain how
they thought their spam filter(s) worked, participants generally offered a number of
characteristics they thought the spam filter used to determine whether a message
was spam or not. Computer scientists using the adaptive filter generally also offered
an explanation on the general principles of for example Bayesian networks or rule-
based filters and the risks associated with using these techniques. The participants
who were not computer scientists did offer reasonable explanations of the adaptive
filter’s inner workings as well, but focused more on static properties, such as
blacklists of known spam senders and fixed ‘spam words’. Participants often had
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a global understanding of how the filter worked, but the exact details on which
techniques and characteristics were used were unclear to participants. Since there
is no way to inspect the reasoning mechanisms of the Thunderbird filter this is
understandable. The server-side filter did offer explanations of rules determining
a message’s ‘spam score’, but these were not always understandable. Perceived
understanding of the filter was strongly related to perceived ease of use (rho=.62,
p(1-tailed)<.001). It was however not related to perceived dependability and a more
positive attitude toward the filter. Extensive knowledge on how the filter works
however appears to be detrimental to trust in some specific cases. Some of the
computer scientists for example said they would never fully trust anything based
on machine learning or statistics; they thought there would always be a chance a
filter makes a mistake.

2.4.5 Training and trust

Twenty-three of the participants reported training their filters. Both correcting the
filter and more extensive training activities were reported during the interviews.
One participant for example displayed an extra effort by not deleting spam messages
when reading email online via a web based application instead of at work. Since
the spamfilter he used could only be trained when using the mail client at work, he
kept the spam messages to train the filter when he returned to his workplace. Some
participants did explicitly train their email client spam filters when they had just
started using them; three participants supplied training sets to their new filter by
importing old emails and explicitly marking all messages in the old spam folders
to train the new filter, or marking all mail in their inbox as non-spam. Participants
reported disliking filters that were not pre-trained and required marking of all spam
messages in the beginning.

To see whether training of the filter affected trust in the filter, we compared users
who actively trained or corrected their adaptive filter, or added rules to their server
side filter (N=25) with those who did not (N=22). A significant difference was found
for trust in the system’s training process (U=118.5, p(1-tailed)=.036). Scores for
participants who trained their filters were significantly higher (Mdn=5) than for
participants who did not do so (Mdn=3.5).

2.5 DISCUSSION
2.5.1 Delegation

Trust did not appear decisive in delegating deletion of spam to the filter. From the
interviews, the social context in which it was either acceptable or unacceptable to
lose email messages from others appeared to play a large role, e.g. participants
receiving email from new customers could not afford filter mistakes. ‘Critical errors’
also appeared influential (e.g. a friend’s email marked as spam). Effort and the
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Perc. Perc. Perc. Attit- Depend-
useful ease under ude ability
ness of use standing Training Training
Training Training Training

Dependability .79** .59** .49** .68**
Training

Attitude .69* .49** .39** .68**
Training

Perc. .55* .96** .46* .49**
understanding
Training

Ease of use .60** .96** .49** .59**
Training

Dependability .07 .07 -.01 .15 .22

Filter

Table 4: Main correlations spam filter training (1-tailed). Pearson r, Spearman rho (non-
parametric). * sig at .05 level, ** sig at .01 level.

amount of spam can also play a role; most participants received a modest amount of
spam and participants who let their filter(s) delete messages also received the most
spam. One participant for instance indicated that while he knew the filter could
make mistakes, he himself had mistaken legitimate email for spam as well. Due to
the high volume of email he received, he concluded the filter would not do much
worse than he would himself and chose the filter to delete spam automatically.

2.5.2 Training and trust

The level of trust in the filter did not differ between participants that trained their
filter and those that did not. It’s not trust in the system that plays a decisive role;
instead it is trust in the training process that is associated with training behaviour.
During interviews, participants did report that training the spam filter increased
their trust in the system as they could notice that it improved. However, even
though they had spend considerable effort in training their filters, participants
who corrected their filters were not found to delegate ‘higher risk’ tasks such as
automatically moving or deleting spam. Perceived dependability of the filter was
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also not correlated with perceived dependability of the training process (r=2.13,
p(1-tailed)=.10, for all correlations regarding filter training see Table 4).

2.5.3 Understanding and awareness

The observation sessions and interviews provided insight in the importance of
understanding of the filter, but they also showed that some of the participants
were not fully aware of the filter’s activities and interface items. Users first need
to be aware of their filters, before a filter’s inner workings can be made more
understandable. A number of participants expressed uncertainty about the settings
of filters and some worried that there might be more filters active than they knew
about. They feared ‘invisible filters’ might be deleting emails before they even
had the chance to exert any control over filter settings. Furthermore, participants
often reported other filter settings than actually observed. In this study, all of the
participants who had a server-side filter were aware of the filter’s activities, while a
considerable portion (29%) of the participants who had an active Thunderbird filter
were not. Even though the Thunderbird filter showed spam icons, a ‘mark as spam’
button and a warning message in the content of mails that are labelled as spam
(Figure 1), not all users noticed and recognised these. Results from the observation
studies indicated that showing an unambiguous and hard to miss ‘possible spam’
addition to an email’s subject line, as the server-side filter did (Figure 2), worked
better to make users aware a spam filter was active than showing an icon in the
mailbox list of emails.

Such lack of awareness of participants of both filter activity and interface items
led to less-than-optimal training behaviour in a number of ways. First of all, even
recognising the filter was active did not guarantee correct usage of interface items
related to training. In an extreme case a user did know about the filter and its ability
to learn, but did not understand its ability to learn from example spam messages.
Instead this user had found a menu-option to add explicit rules and effectively had
manually written an own rule-based filter (adding rules on Viagra, V-I-A-G-R-A,
etc.), and reported wondering why the system was so user-unfriendly. Sometimes,
the spam button and icons were misinterpreted as delete buttons. This led to
inadvertent training of the filter when users used the button to delete no-longer
needed, but legitimate email.

Even if the interface was understood and participants did train their filter, they
still occasionally consciously decided to not mark specific spam messages as such.
This decision concerned spam messages that in their opinion were very similar
to non-spam messages, and was made to ’not confuse the filter’. Ironically, these
messages would be most informative for the filter to improve and not make the
subtle mistakes these users were worried about. This clearly indicates a gap in
awareness relevant to all systems that rely on explicit feedback. More user support
for training has to be provided, in which overall understanding and such boundary
cases have to be taken into account.
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2.5.4 Possible social implications of relying on autonomous filters

Critical errors by the filter such as false positives labeling friends’ or family email
as spam were mentioned as reasons not to rely on filters. However, it appears that
the responsibility for these errors is not fully assigned to the spam filters alone.
For instance, the participant who decided to fully rely on his filter mentioned false
positives resulting from email subjects being ’vague’ or too ’spam-like’. This may
to a certain extent imply that some people feel that while filter performance is
important, senders should also take into account possible spam criteria of systems
possible operating on the receiving end of their emails. While this may appear as
‘just the practical thing to do’, it actually is quite a shift; instead of systems taking
into account existing communication forms and adapting to people’s emails, a new
responsibility is put on email users to adapt to system criteria. This also assigns
them the task of finding out what these criteria might be (and possible blame when
they fail to avoid their email not going through). Indeed, this supports that anti-
spam measures could result in a divide between those having such opportunities
and those who do not (Lueg, 2004). It also reinforces the importance of taking
into account possible social implications of development of new semi-autonomous
systems.

2.6 CONCLUSION
The findings reported in this chapter indicate that a more positive attitude toward
a system and a more positive assessment of a system’s ease of use and usefulness
increase the likelihood that a user delegates higher risk tasks to a system; in
this case automatic deletion of messages marked as spam. Participants who did
delegate spam deletion to their filter scored higher on these concepts compared
to participants that did not delegate to their filter. However, even though most
participants in this study had very positive attitudes towards using spam filters,
found them useful and easy to use, most participants did not actually delegate
spam deletion to their filter. Considering the positive scores on ease of use and
usefulness, technology acceptance models such as UTAUT would suggest a high
level of intent to use. The nuance between the intent to use a system and actually
delegating tasks to a system however do not appear to be fully captured by such
more traditional technology acceptance models.

Trust in a filter was not found to be related to the final choice for or against
delegation. Instead, the effort required from a user to delete email by hand, coupled
with the social context in which the risk of losing email was either acceptable or
unacceptable, was found to play a decisive role. Users did have a moderate general
trust the filter would perform its task well. However, they were less willing to assign
a higher level of autonomy to the filter in their specific situation.

Adaptivity did not appear to play a large role in reliance. Users’ choice to actively
offer feedback was not directly affected by ease of use, usefulness of or trust in the
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filter itself. Trust in the training process instead was found to play an important
role in the user’s willingness to invest effort in training. Interestingly, while many
of our participants invested extensive effort in training their filters, training did
not appear to increase reliance on a system. This raises the question whether this
investment has other positive effects on user attitudes. Finally, qualitative findings
indicate that facilitating understanding about system activity and adaptivity is
extremely important as lack of understanding of the filters’ activities and inner
workings had serious consequences for attitudes, behaviour and feedback. This was
especially apparent in suboptimal training behaviours resulting from an incomplete
understanding of the training process.

Many of the findings above may appear straightforward, but become more
interesting when generalised to other adaptive autonomous systems. They show
system designers need to pay special attention to ensuring awareness about system
activity and adaptivity. Trust in the effectiveness of training was found to play an
important role in the user’s willingness to invest effort in a system that can be taught
to improve over time. Systems that depend on explicit user feedback need to be
designed in such a way that this trust is optimised. An overview of filtering activity
should be available to the user. How the system learns and can be taught should
be made clear. Interface items should be recognisable as specifically dedicated to
training of the system. Training a system on ‘borderline cases’ has to be encouraged
when necessary. Risks can perhaps be decreased by providing an opportunity for
users to tell the system a case is special. An option would be for spam filters that
users may for example explicitly show the system which similar messages they
are worried about might be inadvertently labelled as spam on the basis of their
feedback. Even while some of the found problems may seem mundane, this study
shows they are still open challenges, impeding adaptive system success. Especially
striking in this study were the importance of understanding and awareness, as well
as users’ acceptance of different levels of autonomy. The following chapters will
consequently address these issues further.




